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To whom it may concern,
 
Please see below our thoughts on what needs to be taken into account when assessing the
future of Ningaloo and Exmouth area:
 
1.What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify with in
and around Exmouth Gulf?
My husband and I were lucky enough to travel around Australia in 2019, and to spend an
extended amount of time in the Exmouth Gulf area. We rate the Ningaloo area as the most
beautiful and precious Gulf system in our country.  Its bays, islands, creeks, corals, and sponge
gardens are nurseries for untold fish, crustaceans, rays, sharks and birds.  The humpback whales,
whale sharks, dugongs etc etc add spectacularly to this globally significant area. We will continue
to be part of protecting the unique environment of Exmouth Gulf, and   
want to ensure that future generations get to see and experience the extraordinary biodiversity
of the Reef, Range and Gulf, just as we did.
We were only visitors but because we loved the place so much, experienced the care that the
people living there have for their amazing environment, we realised that we also have a
responsibility to add our voices to those trying to make sure that this place is not allowed to be
commercially affected for profit as many others have been.
 
 
2. What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?
We discovered the amazing beauty of the Ranges, through walks and drives. We were lucky
enough to swim with Manta Rays, Whale Sharks, Tiger sharks, huge schools of fish, and snorkel
amongst fragile coral gardens. We experienced first hand the passion of all of the people
working in the eco tourism industry there, and their determination to pass their knowledge on to
all who visit this pristine part of Australia.
 
 
3. What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?
Marine systems at Ningaloo face constant fishing pressure and the Gulf also faces proposals for
salt mining and for fracking on it’s shores. Another underlying threat to marine life in the region
is from the offshore fossil fuel industry which creates the carbon pollution that threatens all
marine and human life globally.  Offshore oil rigs present an ongoing risk of oil spills.
Because the region is so exceptional, it deserves high protection and planning and development
standards that match its special values. This means anything we build here should support the
environment primarily, not profits.
Like coral reefs and marine habitats worldwide Ningaloo is vulnerable to ocean acidification and
coral bleaching associated with global warming, and there is no doubt the corals of the
Ningaloo/Exmouth Gulf region are under stress due to climate change, but so far they’ve been
spared the horrible losses already seen on the Great Barrier Reef.
 
4. What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or



business?
Any environmental pressures affect us, even at a distance, and we will actively advocate for the
best scientific advice and community input to be incorporated into any future plans. Exmouth
Gulf and the Ningaloo Reef area is a natural wonder of global importance. This biodiverse
environment is the lifeblood of the local economy, which exists purely because of the Reef,
Range and Gulf.
 
 
5. Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are aware
of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?
We also believe that any plan to build a major deepwater port/cruise ship terminal in the
Exmouth Gulf, would be detrimental to the whole area. The visitor numbers in the area when we
were there were already high, and we could not imagine the impact that a cruise ship disgorging
even a thousand passengers would have on the waters of the gulf, and the tracks through the
ranges. The thought of bulk cargo carriers, fuel tankers, and cruise ships travelling continually
through what is already a fragile environment, would turn one of this country’s most important
environmental wonders into just another extension of the commercialism of the over
industrialised Pilbara coast.
 
To close, I don’t want heavy industry to get any sort of foothold in this most beautiful of places,
an area that we loved so much and appreciate for it’s rarity in this ever changing world. We want
our Grandchildren to be able to experience Ningaloo and the Exmouth Gulf, just as we did, in 5
years or 20 years time. We want them to travel there, and listen to the passion of the locals, see
the magical beauty, and know that we all fought for it, and treasured this natural wonder for
them, as we should.
 
Kind regards

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




